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About This Game

"Tank game" is a very funny and enjoyable local coop game, perfect for playing with friends or whatever, also good for
children.

In the game, you select a map, from a list of very differect maps, and play, the aim is to kill the other player.
When a tank is destroyed, it spaws(there are some spawn points)

What to expect:

-Amazing inspiring music during gameplay.

-Local CO-OP gameplay to play 1 vs 1 with enjoyable gameplay.

-Minimalist graphics

-Up to 10 different maps to choose.

How to play:

-WASD to move (player 1)

-Space to shoot (player 1)
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-Arrow keys to move (player 2)

-P to shoot (player 2)
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Title: Tank Game
Genre: Casual, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Dexion Games
Publisher:
Dexion Games
Release Date: 2 Feb, 2018
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I really enjoyed the puzzles and progression of this game. For how cheap it is, it's definitely worth spending a few bucks and a
few hours on.. For the love of God , ShareX is " NOT " a Game Recording Software , do not give it a "Negative review" if you
used it wrongly.

this is THE best software I ever used , simple and a lot of features .

. now it this useful yes, should this be DLC no, it should be free.

. this is bad. the jeans look like theyve been ripped out of the sims 2, a bunch of the clothes arent fitted properly, and none of
the new clothing fits in the game whatsoever (its hard to remember sometimes that this game takes place in the late 1500s).. I
don`t like to give a thumbs down for something that has obviously taken allot of care to produce but sadly I found this game
quickly became boring.

There are far too many controls for one thing, a bit of simplification of these would help quite a bit.
My main complaint however is that the levels themselves quickly devolve into you doing a load of grunt work to set up all the
pieces to a puzzle you spotted how to solve within seconds of entering the level, only to then move on to the next level and have
to do a slight variation on the same thing.

With better thought out controls it might be faster to get the pieces set up and get throught the levels, or better thought out levels
might make it less of a grind. As it stands I cannot see me going back to this game.. excellent game. it be sweg

. The detail is amazing. I respect that they have a translated version of the cockpit as well which helps when learning the plane as
a native English speaker with zero Cyrillic experience. I'm not a very experienced DCS pilot, was always more of a WW2 guy,
so I can't really give as detailed of a review as I would like. Suffice to say, this is a top notch module for a top notch simulation.

EDIT: After spending tons more time on this module, I have to praise the developers some more. I have been digging into the
INCREDIBLY DETAILED flight manual found in the docs folder. The level of detail is so good, I have trouble finding the
words.. What a strange game.

Six and half billion miles from the Earth, I'm digging, slashing, and shooting my way through one of the most nonsensical
platformers in recent memory. Though its design tenants are conventional (double jumps, simple controls, focus on accurate
movement), the application is anything but.

Enemies are difficult and unforgiving at close range, which would be a great incentive to use the gun, except properly landing
shots is itself a challenge. Without a tutorial to explain a few of its nuances, be prepared to stumble through the first few lives
working out the timing required to take out lesser enemies before progressing to the boss. This game has the appeal of trial and
error, as well as a high difficulty curve who those that want a challenge.

Ultimately, this game is oozing with creativity from the mind of a talented developer. Despite this, it has unfortunately fallen by
the wayside, ignored largely for no reason.

Plastered in visuals that range from stunning to vision-ruining, and unfettered by the laws of conventional sound design with
sounds both satisfying and irritating, its certainly one of the more interesting games I've played aesthetically speaking. Its worth
mentioning here that you should take the epilepsy warning very seriously. If you have any history of reactions to flashing lights,
avoid this game at all costs.

It's a strange game, and I recommend it not because its perfect, or even great, but because playing it is a trippy, awkward
experience. It's like stumbling through the first kiss; its like dealing with parental disappointment; its like a trip down a road you
haven't seen in twenty years. Refreshing, but something's changed. Something important.

Its an experience.

Hell, that's more than I can say for most of the triple-A industry. Good on ya, dev. Looking forward to your future projects..
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GAME: Eye In The Sky
TYPE: VR Puzzle Game with Local Co-Op
TLDNR: Eye in the Sky is a great little VR local Co-Op game. Recommended.

Eye in the Sky is a fun little VR puzzle game. It has a local Co-Op game which is nice to see in a VR game. Co-Op is also the
reason I purchased this game. One player uses the Keyboard and Mouse to control a little robot (that looks like a mini lighthouse
by the way lol) and the other player is a much larger robot in VR. You work as a team and help each other as you solve puzzles.

The game is broken up into various "areas" that lead into each other. The goal is easy... get the little robot to the escape point of
the level. To accomplish this goal you use simple controls. The keyboard player controls the cute lighthouse robot and can walk
around, jump and pick up objects. You can also activate some switches by standing on them. As the Giant VR robot you can
pick up objects and place them much higher as you are many times larger than the little robot. You can also use your height to
help guide the little robot to objectives. You are unable to pick up the mini robot.

You use cubes to operate switches and buttons and both robots can pick up these cubes. Most of the cubes are hidden
throughout the world. Some the large robot in VR can pick right up or grab for the little robot to use. Others the little robot
needs to get for you because they are out of your roomscale or standing boundary. As the giant robot in vr, you are limited on
where you can walk so it is up to you to help the little robot get where they need to go. To help, the large robot can use their
controllers to laser point at things while the little robot can signal where they are at in the world with a light that pulses from
them into the sky. You need to work as a team to complete the objectives.

The puzzles slowly ramp up in difficulty but not so much as to make you want to beat your partner to a pulp... My wife and I
found the game to be most enjoyable and our twitch viewers got a kick out of the shinanagans that inevitably ensued.

The game is not extremely long but we enjoyed it so I believe it worth the purchase price. I look forward to seeing if they add
anything new over time. The game played quite well and we did not encounter any game-breaking issues or bugs. We played on
the HTC Vive.

Overall I recommend this game for great co-op fun times. To see me play this and other VR games, please stop by my twitch
channel and say hello!

SirSelrahc
https:\/\/www.twitch.tv\/sirselrahc
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This is the shareware version.. not even the full game. Game is an 800mb download, game is only a 16 mb install.. The
Apartment is a game which has so many strengths, but doesn't seem to realise where they lie. It's also a game that wants to be at
least 5 different things, and while it might achieve them all to varying degrees, it makes for such a confusing and unsatisfying
whole that I eventually just checked out. Which is a shame, because for the first few hours at least, I was completely engrossed.

Starting out as an investigative thriller with horror elements, The Apartment sets a brilliant tone. Investigating grizzly crime
scenes, piecing clues together - the early environments are stunningly detailed, and at times you feel like a genuine investigator.
It's also clear from early in the piece that your character isn't a stable one; there's relationship breakdown, substance abuse - all
he has left is his work. Again, this is handled really well, and the surrealist interludes that bookend the early investigative
segments are brilliant. Finding your way back to the apartment after each investigation is a touch of genius, as you never quite
know how you'll get there or what you'll find when you do.

Things start to drag a little around the 2\/3 mark, and then... Well, the last hour or two is completely ridiculous. It's almost like
the devs took everything they had been building towards - all the tension, all of the plot development, all of the increasingly
complex investigations - and said "\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 it! Forget the plot! Forget all the things!" What ensues is a barely
competent shooter, and the "plot twist" (being generous) that leads to this made me literally laugh out loud. It's one of the
dumbest switch ups I've ever seen in more than 20 years of playing games.

If you can imagine sitting through two hours of Apocalypse Now, only to get to the Kurtz Compound and have the whole thing
turn into a zombie sex orgy, that's kind of where we're at. And you'd be annoyed, right? Because everything preceding that was
pretty damn brilliant. So, yeah. I'm sorry. But I just can't recommend this. It's an exercise in building something good and then
completely destroying it with cheerful abandon. I'd be happier if it had been trash from the beginning - we could have all saved
each other time, money and disappointment.. Up the Ions! \\m\/. Smash Boy is a pretty good game, albeit a bit short on story,
for which the Subquests and hidden mode mostly make up for.

There is a patch available to restore removed H-Content, but I would recommend to pick it up on DLSite. If you already own
the DLSite full release of Smash Boy, then you have all of the patch contents you'll need.

Story is about 50 minutes to 2 hours depending on both difficulty and level of techniques set up. The hidden mode might be
infinite, but as of this review, I'm at level 64 or thereabouts.. I sampled this game's early stages, and despite some questionable
inventory design and illogical puzzles the atmosphere and plot (the story is told entirely through notes) was really rather
engaging.

The beauty of the Unreal Engine 4 shone through, if not exactly the best use of it I'd ever seen, and overall it was looking like a
really enjoyable and spooky horror story.

Having played 81 minutes now I've had it refunded - what looked truly like a great little indie game was an ultimate failure, let
down by a game design choice which absolutely destroyed it from around 40 minutes of gameplay onwards.

Initially we had a spooky mansion setting, and quite a gripping one at that - foreboding atmosphere and some nice ambience as
well as the gothic look of the place made this compelling enough to want to go on. And unfortunately that was where it
unravelled - that initial setting was by far the best area, as once you end up deeper in the game and are introduced to the entity
which pursues you, it loses every ounce of fun and atmosphere and just becomes a horrible chore.

It has an entire four sections in a row which are basically complete copies of each other, all of whom where you get stalked by
literally the most boring, unconvincing enemy you'll ever see and will die time and time again.

What promised so much just turns into a vile grind, and isn't worth your time.

To add insult, there are no configuration options in the menu (forget choosing resolution, folks), and as soon as this game went
into retail, the dev simply stopped responding to the forum and presumably took the money and ran.

It's as if they got bored and wanted to wrap it up and gave no real thought to how the game would develop, which is a huge
shame because it promised so much and delivered, ultimately, a borefest.
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Extremely disappointing and absolutely not recommended.
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